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Gambling Business Group Meeting Held  

on Wednesday 29th January 2020 at 11.00am. 

Venue; William Hill, Wood Green, London. 

In attendance: - 

  Peter Hannibal  - CEO 

  Chris Grunert  - John Gaunt & Partners 

  Amanda Kiernan  - Praesepe 

  Susanna Fitzgerald - Vice Chair 

  John Stirgedes - Electrocoin 

  Steve Bierrum  - Genesis Games 

  Elizabeth Speed - Novomatic UK 

  Simon Levingston - RCPA    

Steve Brownlow - Reflex Gaming 

Ewen MacGregor - TLT LLP 

Tez Field  - William Hill 

Graham Roberts - Inspired Entertainment 

 

 

  

  

 

ACTIONS 

1 

 

 

 

 

Welcome and Introductions 

 

Peter welcomed everyone to William Hill, Wood Green and thanked Tez 

Field for hosting today’s meeting. Apologies were noted and also that 

some members would have liked to have dialled in.  Amanda to look into 

whether this can be a pre-requisite for meeting venues. 
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2. 

 

Previous Meeting Notes and Actions 

 

a) AF has chased Henrietta Bowden Jones for a response (re B2 

impact) to no avail. Will continue chasing.  

b) GBG has written to the National Audit office for an update on their 

report. This is due to be published on Feb 28th and GBG will have 

an embargoed preview. GBG also invited them to attend ICE next 

week. 

c) Awaiting response from the GC following the FOI request 

regarding transparency of voluntary settlements. 

d) The development of a ‘best practice’ document for card 

transactions in gambling premises is now even more relevant 

following the credit card ban for all gambling except the national 

Lottery products. 
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e) Gamble Feature Guidelines. The GC has now published the final 

version (already circulated to members) without any further 

consultation. GBG Members appear to be okay with the outcome.  

f) The issues around the interpretation of ‘available for use’ appears 

to have disappears for the time being. 

g) Peter advised the meeting that Michael Dugher (ex-Labour MP) 

has been appointed as CEO of the BGC and that Wes Himes is 

staying around too. NCF has now fully reversed into the BGC. 

The GBG has quarterly meetings set in the diary with the BGC.  

 

3. Age Restricted Sales Expert Panel. 

 

Peter brought the meeting up to speed with the activities of this Expert 

Panel of which PH is a member.  Their main activity is in the 

development of a digital ID standard that could be accepted by the Home 

Office and then in Licensing Law (currently needs to be a passport or 

diving licence etc), and also a standard for age estimation. As these are 

being developed for the alcohol licensing trades, it is logical for them to 

be used for the gaming machines in pubs too.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Gambling Expert Group (GEG). 

 

This meeting met on January 18th and there are a number of matters 

which were raised via GBG members to which the GEG has asked for 

further information to be provided as follows; 

a) Users (including GBG members) are asked to feedback issues 

with the GC’s website via PH to Charlotte Mellor. One in 

particular is relating to poor access to archived documents and 

consultations. 

b) The GEG has asked for examples of errors in LG policies as they 

are interested in understanding and dealing with them. 

c) The GC has previously formally undertaken to provide a PDF 

version of the questions with all consultations, which apparently 

isn’t happening in every case. Can we provide examples of where 

it has not happened?  

d) Licensing payment difficulties. Examples again please? 

e) Examples of LAs charging high fees with little resources and/or 

minimal knowledge with which to regulate.  

A full list of the requirements will be sent out to GBG members 

requesting the information.  

One further point for members to note is that The Gambling Commission 

have taken the decision not to publish their FOI responses anymore.  
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5. The Gambling Commission 

 

(a) The meeting discussed the contents of recent speeches given by 

senior executives from the Gambling Commission along with the 

pushback from various quarters. Clearly, there is concern 

amongst the Industry regarding the direction the GC are taking. 

(b) Industry Survey. The meeting reviewed the draft survey 

questions previously circulated with the following 

comments/amendments suggested; Tweak the questions to align 

to the critique with the Reg Code. Check with OPSS which other 

regulators survey their Industry. Get a second opinion on the 
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survey & questions. Add a question asking whether the GC are 

sufficiently knowledgeable about the industry which it regulates. 

There was also a conversation around whom should distribute 

the survey, if not the GBG. Survey will be sent out in the coming 

weeks. 

(c) Refined Regulators Code analysis/critique. No further changes 

needed. There is a view from the meeting that the information 

gleaned from the survey should prompt a conversation with the 

GC (and/or the DCMS) about their performance against the 

Regulators Code.  

  

PH 

6. Government 

a) The meeting discussed the widely rumoured new gambling act. 

Whilst this Labour Party policy, all the Tories have committed to 

is a review of the current act. In parallel to this of course is the 

House of Lords Review and the National Audit Office Report.  

b) The circulated paper from James Noyes created some debate 

and it was agreed that the GBG should stake an interest in their 

intended work and find out more information.  

c) ICE 2020. The DCMS has asked that the GBG host them again 

this year. There are currently six of the Gambling Team attending 

and members will be hosting 20 minute sessions as per a 

schedule produced by Amanda.  

 

7. 

 

 

Responsible and Safer Gambling 

a) The draft standards for Cat B responsible gambling were 

discussed and SB flagged the discrepancies between the draft 

produced by bacta and that produced by Inspired. ES then 

informed the meeting that bacta has recently issued another 

updated version, but no-one had a copy to hand. SB said that 

there needed to be better coordination  if manufacturers are 

expected to run up the cost of modifying their machines. PH said 

that he wold speak with Tony Boulton who was coordinating 

things between bacta and the bookies/GBG. 

b) Gamble Aware and the Bet Regret update. ES, AK and PH fed 

back their experience from the Saatchi & Saatchi presentation of 

the Bet Regret campaign. The outcomes were inconclusive 

however Gamble Aware are considering extending the campaign 

to target female problem gamblers.   
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8. 

 

 

 

Any Other Business 

Date of next remote/dial in meeting – March 4th. ES asked that we check 

the timing doesn’t clash with a bacta meeting. 
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